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By using the Hamilton-Jacobi [HJ] framework the topological theories associated with Euler and
Pontryagin classes are analyzed. We report the construction of a fundamental HJ differential where
the characteristic equations and the symmetries of the theory are identified. Moreover, we work in
both theories with the same phase space variables and we show that in spite of Pontryagin and Euler
classes share the same equations of motion their symmetries are different. In addition, we report all
HJ Hamiltonians and we compare our results with other formulations reported in the literature.
PACS numbers: 98.80.-k,98.80.Cq
I. INTRODUCTION
It is well-known that the study of topological theories is an interesting topic in mathematics or
physics from either or both directions. In fact, for the former the study of topological structures
of manifolds (with particular interest in four dimensional manifolds) based on the identification
of topological invariants is one of the research subjects for the mathematical physics community.
Examples of topological invariants in four dimensions can be cited, the so-called Euler and Pontrya-
gin invariants. These invariants are fundamental objects in the characterization of the topological
structure of a manifold, they label topologically distinct four-geometries; the Pontryagin invariant
gives the relation between the number of selfdual and anti-selfdual harmonic connections on the
manifold. Moreover, the Euler invariant gives a relation between the number of harmonic p-forms
on the manifold [1]. From the physical point of view, there exist a close relation between these
topological invariants and physical theories just like gravity and field theory. In this respect, the
Euler and Pontryagin classes are fundamental blocks for constructing the noncommutative form of
topological gravity [2]. In the BF -gravity context there exists also a relation between these in-
variants and BF -gravity formulation. In fact, in the MacDowell-Mansouri formulation of gravity
based on a SO(5) topological BF theory, the symmetry group SO(5) is broken down into SO(4)
in order to obtain the Palatini action plus the addition of the Pontryagin and Euler topological
invariants [3–5], due to these topological classes have trivial local variations that do not contribute
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2to the dynamics, hence one obtains essentially general relativity. In this respect, both the Euler
and Pontryagin invariants can be written as a BF -like theory and this fact has allowed to study its
canonical structure in more convenient way [6]. In addition, the study of the canonical structure
of Pontryagin invariant in the presence of boundaries has been analyzed in [7]. In fact, topological
gauge theories defined on spacetime regions with boundary are good toy models for studying the
emerging of physical degrees of freedom and observables localized on the boundary; these theories
are natural objects for researching the relation between the canonical structure of topological gauge
theory and the existence of dualities a la AdS/CFT [8–10].
On the other hand, from the Hamiltonian point of view, the Euler and Pontryagin invariants treated
as field theories give rise the same equations of motion, are devoid of physical degrees of freedom,
diffeomorphisms covariant and there exist reducibility conditions between the constraints [11]. Fur-
thermore, form the quantum point of view due to the BF structure of these topological theories and
the symmetries commented above, these invariants are good laboratories for studying the classical
and quantum structure of a background independent theory and this fact could contribute to the
spin foam formulation developed for BF theories in the Loop Quantum Gravity [LQG] program
[12].
With all these ideas in mind, the purpose of this paper is to develop the Hamilton-Jacobi [HJ] anal-
ysis of the Euler and Pontryagin invariants. As far as we know the Hamilton-Jacobi analysis of these
invariants has not been carried out. In this respect, we wish to extend the results reported in [11, 13]
where these invariants within the Dirac and Fadeev-Jackiw context have been analyzed. We shall
use the Hamilton-Jacobi [HJ] scheme developed by Gu¨ler [14–18] because is a good alternative for
analyzing gauge systems. In fact, the Gu¨ler approach is based on the construction of a fundamental
differential defined on the full phase space, and the elementary blocks for constructing the funda-
mental differential are the constraints of the theory called Hamiltonians. The HJ Hamiltonians can
be involutives or noninvolutives and they are elementary for obtaining the characteristic equations
from which one can identify the gauge symmetries, the equations of motion and the physical degrees
of freedom. The construction of the fundamental differential is direct; in general the Hamiltonians of
HJ approach do not coincide with the constraints obtained in the Dirac formalism, and the process
for identifying the symmetries in HJ framework is more economical than other approaches; in this
sense the HJ framework is a good alternative for analyzing gauge systems.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the HJ analysis of the Pontryagin invariant is
performed. We will write the invariant in a BF -like form, which will be useful in order to introduce
a new set of variables that will allow us to compare the symmetries of both invariants in a better
form. We identify all Hamiltonians of the theory and the fundamental differential is constructed,
then all symmetries of the theory are identified. In Section III, we rewrite the Euler invariant also in
a BF -like form and we use the same variables introduced in the Section I. Then the HJ analysis is
performed; we construct the fundamental differential of the theory and the characteristic equations
are obtained. We compare the symmetries of both theories and we will show that in spite of the
invariants share the same equations of motion their symmetries are different to each other. Finally,
3in Section IV we add some remarks and conclusions.
II. HAMILTON-JACOBI ANALYSIS OF THE PONTRYAGIN INVARIANT
It is well-known that the Pontryagin invariant is given by the following action
S[Aµ
IJ ] = Ξ
∫
M
F IJ ∧ FIJ , (1)
where Ξ is a constant, M is a four-dimensional manifold without boundary, I, J,K = 0, 1, 2, 3 are
SO(3, 1) indices that can be raised and lowered with the metric ηIJ = (−1, 1, 1, 1), Fαβ
IJ is the
strength curvature of the 1- form connexion AIJ defined as Fαβ
IJ = ∂αA
IJ
β −∂βAα
IJ+Aα
I
KAβ
KJ−
Aα
J
KAβ
KI . The action (1) was analyzed in [11, 13] by using the Dirac and Faddeev-Jackiw ap-
proaches respectively, in those papers were reported that the system presents first and second class
constraints and a symplectic tensor was constructed, however, the symmetries of the constraints
were not reported. Moreover, a direct comparison between Pontryagin and Euler invariants was not
performed. We can observe that in the action (1) the dynamical variable is the connection A and
F is a label; we can write the action (1) in a new fashion form, in a BF -like theory, this step is
convenient for future computations, for which a new set of variables will be introduced allowing us
to perform the comparison of both theories under study in more convenient form. The Pontryagin
invariant in a BF fashion is expressed by
S[Aµ
IJ , Bµν
IJ ] = Ξ
∫
M
[F IJ ∧BIJ −
1
2
BIJ ∧BIJ ], (2)
here BIJ = 1
2
Bαβ
IJdxα ∧ dxβ is a set of six two-forms. From (2) the following equations of motion
arise
DB = 0,
F = B, (3)
by taking into account (3) in (2) we obtain again (1), from this point of view either A or B are
dynamical fields and this fact will be taken into account in the analysis. By performing the 3+1
decomposition and breaking down the Lorentz covariance we obtain the following Lagrangian
L = Ξηabc
∫
M
[
Bbc0iA˙a
0i +
1
2
BbcijA˙a
ij +
1
2
(
∂aBbcij + 2BbcikAaj
k + 2BbcoiAa
0
j
)
A0
ij
+ (∂aBbc0i +BbcijA
j
a0 +Bbc0jAa
j
i)A0
0i + (∂aAb
0i − ∂bAa
0i + Aa
i
jAb
0j −Ab
i
jAa
0j)B0c0i
+
1
2
(∂aAb
ij − ∂bAa
ij +Aa
i
0Ab
0j −Ab
i
0Aa
0j + Aa
i
kAb
kj −Ab
i
kAa
kj)B0cij
−
1
4
(B0a
ijBbcij +BabijB0cij)−
1
2
(B0a
0iBbc0i +Bab
0iB0c0i)
]
d3x, (4)
4now we introduce the following variables [13]
Aaij ≡ −ǫijkAa
k,
A0ij ≡ −ǫijkA0
k,
Babij ≡ −ǫijkBab
k,
B0aij ≡ −ǫijkB0a
k,
Aai ≡ Υai,
A0
i ≡ −T i,
A00i ≡ −Λi,
B0a
0i ≡ −
1
2
ςa
i,
B0ai ≡ −
1
2
χai,
and the Lagrangian is rewritten in the following form
L = Ξηabc
∫
M
[
Bab0iA˙c
0i +BabiΥ˙c
i − (∂cBabk − ǫ
ij
kBabiΥcj − ǫ
ij
kBab0iAc
0
j)T
k
− (∂cBab0i − ǫij
kBabkAc0
j + ǫi
j
kBab0jΥc
k)Λi
−
1
2
(∂bAc0
i − ∂cAb0
i + ǫijkAb0
jΥc
k − ǫijkAc0
jΥb
k +Bbc
0i)ςai
−
1
2
(∂bΥci − ∂cΥbi − ǫijkAb0
jAc0
k + ǫijkΥb
jΥc
k −Babi)χa
i
]
d3x. (5)
From the definition of the momenta (pa0i, πai, Tˆ i, Λˆi, ςˆai, χˆai, pab0i, pabi) canonically conjugate to
(Aa0i,Υai, Ti,Λi, ςi, χai, Bab0i, Babi) we identify the following HJ Hamiltonians of the theory
H ′ ≡ Π+H0 = 0,
φa0i
1
≡ pa0i − ΞηabcBbc
0i = 0,
φai
2
≡ πai − ΞηabcBbc
i = 0,
φi
3
≡ Tˆ i = 0,
φi4 ≡ Λˆ
i = 0,
φai5 ≡ ςˆ
ai = 0,
φai6 ≡ χˆ
ai = 0,
φab0i7 ≡ p
ab0i = 0,
φabi
8
≡ pabi = 0, (6)
where Π = ∂0S, S is the action and H0 is identified as the canonical Hamiltonian expressed by
H0 = (∂aπa
i − ǫijkπ
ajΥa
k − ǫijkp
a0jAa0
k)Ti + (∂ap
a0i + ǫijkπ
ajAa0
k − ǫijkp
a0jΥa
k)Λi
+
Ξ
2
ηabc(∂bAc0
i − ∂cAb0
i + ǫijkAb0
jΥc
k − ǫijkAc0
jΥb
k)ςai
+
Ξ
2
ηabc(∂bΥc
i − ∂cΥb
i − ǫijkAb0
jAc0
k + ǫijkΥb
jΥc
k)χai
+
1
2
ςaip
a0i −
1
2
χa
iπai, (7)
5now, from the definition of the momenta we also identify the fundamental Poisson brackets between
dynamical variables
{Aa0i(x), p
b0j(y)} = δbaδ
j
i δ
3(x− y),
{Υai(x), π
bj(y)} = δbaδ
j
i δ
3(x− y),
{Ti(x), Tˆ
j(y)} = δbaδ
j
i δ
3(x− y),
{Λi(x), Λˆ
j(y)} = δbaδ
j
i δ
3(x− y),
{ςai(x), ςˆ
bj(y)} = δbaδ
j
i δ
3(x− y),
{χai(x), χˆ
bj(y)} = δbaδ
j
i δ
3(x− y),
{Bab0i(x), p
cd0j(y)} =
1
2
(δcaδ
d
b − δ
d
aδ
c
b)δ
j
i δ
3(x− y),
{Babi(x), p
cdj(y)} =
1
2
(δcaδ
d
b − δ
d
aδ
c
b)δ
j
i δ
3(x− y). (8)
In this manner, with the Hamiltonians at hand, we construct the fundamental differential which
describes the evolution of any function, say f , on the phase space [14–17]
df(x) =
∫
d3y
[
{f(x), H ′(y)}dt+ {f(x), φa0i1 }dρa0i + {f(x), φ
ai
2 }dϕ˜ai + {f(x), φ
i
3}dτi + {f(x), φ
i
4}dλi
+ {f(x), φai5 }dσai + {f(x), φ
ai
6 }dζai + {f(x), φ
ab0i
7 }dθab0i + {f(x), φ
abi
8 }dξabi
]
, (9)
where (ρa0i, ϕ˜ai, τi, λi, σai, ζai, θab0i, ξabi) are parameters associated with the Hamiltonians. On the
other hand, we observe that the Hamiltonians φi
3
, φi
4
, φai
5
and φai
6
are involutives and φa0i
1
, φai
2
φab0i
7
and φabi
8
are non-involutives. Involutive Hamiltonians, are those whose Poisson brackets with
all Hamiltonians, including themselves, vanish; otherwise, they are called non-involutives. The
presence of non-involutive Hamiltonians introduce the generalized HJ brackets defined by [14–17]
{A,B}∗ = {A,B} − {A,H ′a¯}(C a¯b¯)
−1{H ′
b¯
, B}, (10)
where (C a¯b¯) is the matrix whose entries are given by the Poisson brackets between non-involutives
Hamiltonians and (C a¯b¯)
−1 its inverse matrix; explicitly
Ca¯b¯ =


0 0 Ξηabcδil 0
0 0 0 −Ξηabcδil
−Ξηabcδil 0 0 0
0 Ξηabcδil 0 0


δ3(x− y), (11)
and
C−1
a¯b¯
=


0 0 − 1
2Ξ
ηdef δlj 0
0 0 0 1
2Ξ
ηdef δlj
1
2Ξ
ηdefδlj 0 0 0
0 − 1
2Ξ
ηdef δlj 0 0


δ3(x− y), (12)
6hence, the generalized brackets between the dynamical variables read
{Aa0i(x), p
b0j(y)}∗ = δbaδ
j
i δ
3(x− y),
{Υai(x), π
bj(y)}∗ = δbaδ
j
i δ
3(x− y),
{Ti(x), Tˆ
j(y)}∗ = δbaδ
j
i δ
3(x− y),
{Λi(x), Λˆ
j(y)}∗ = δbaδ
j
i δ
3(x− y),
{ςai(x), ςˆ
bj(y)}∗ = δbaδ
j
i δ
3(x− y),
{χai(x), χˆ
bj(y)}∗ = δbaδ
j
i δ
3(x− y),
{Bab0i(x), p
cd0j(y)}∗ = 0,
{Babi(x), p
cdj(y)}∗ = 0,
{Bab0i(x), Ac0j(y)}
∗ =
1
2Ξ
ηabcδijδ
3(x− y),
{Babi(x),Υcj(y)}
∗ = −
1
2Ξ
ηabcδijδ
3(x− y), (13)
where we observe that there is a contribution in these brackets due to the parameter Ξ. The
introduction of the generalized brackets allows us to rewrite the fundamental differential in terms of
involutives Hamiltonians [14–18]
df(x) =
∫
d3y
[
{f(x), H ′(y)}∗dt+ {f(x), φi3(y)}
∗dτi + {f(x), φ
i
4(y)}
∗dλi + {f(x), φ
ai
5 (y)}
∗dσai
+ {f(x), φai
6
(y)}∗dζai
]
, (14)
where we can observe that the noninvolutive Hamiltonians have been removed. In fact, this is an
advantage of the HJ formalism with respect to the Dirac formulation. From one hand, by introducing
the generalized brackets in HJ framework we remove constraints from the beginning. On the other
hand, in Dirac’s formulation we must to identify future constraints by means of consistency, at the
end we need to perform the classification of the constraints in first class and second class, then
Dirac’s brackets are introduced and second class constraints can be eliminated; in HJ scheme we
will have at the end less number of constraints than Dirac’s scheme.
Furthermore, the Frobenius integrability conditions on the involutive Hamiltonians φi
3
, φi
4
, φai
5
and
φai6 could introduce new HJ Hamiltonians. In fact, integrability conditions are relevant because
ensure that the system is integrable. From the integrability conditions the following Hamiltonians
arise
dφi3(x) =
∫
d3y
[
{φi3(x), H
′(y)}∗dt+ {φi3(x), φ
j
3
(y)}∗dτj + {φ
i
3(x), φ
j
4
(y)}∗dλj + {φ
i
3(x), φ
aj
5
(y)}∗dσaj
+ {φi
3
(x), φaj
6
(y)}∗dζaj
]
= 0, (15)
⇒ −(∂aπa
i − ǫijkπ
ajΥa
k − ǫijkp
a0jAa0
k) = 0, (16)
dφi
4
(x) =
∫
d3y
[
{φi
4
(x), H ′(y)}∗dt+ {φi
4
(x), φj
3
(y)}∗dτj + {φ
i
4
(x), φj
4
(y)}∗dλj + {φ
i
4
(x), φaj
5
(y)}∗dσaj
+ {φi
4
(x), φaj
6
(y)}∗dζaj
]
= 0, (17)
7⇒ −(∂ap
a0i − ǫijkAa0
jπak − ǫijkp
aojΥa
k) = 0, (18)
dφai
5
(x) =
∫
d3y
[
{φai
5
(x), H ′(y)}∗dt+ {φai
5
(x), φj
3
(y)}∗dτj + {φ
ai
5
(x), φj
4
(y)}∗dλj + {φ
ai
5
(x), φbj
5
(y)}∗dσbj
+ {φai
5
(x), φbj
6
(y)}∗dζbj
]
= 0, (19)
⇒
Ξ
2
ηabc
(
∂bAc0
i − ∂cAb0
i + ǫijkAb0
jΥc
k − ǫijkAc0
jΥb
k
)
+
1
2
pa0i = 0, (20)
dφai6 (x) =
∫
d3y
[
{φai5 (x), H
′(y)}∗dt+ {φai6 (x), φ
j
3
(y)}∗dτj + {φ
ai
6 (x), φ
j
4
(y)}∗dλj + {φ
ai
6 (x), φ
bj
5
(y)}∗dσbj
+ {φai
6
(x), φbj
6
(y)}∗dζbj
]
= 0, (21)
⇒
Ξ
2
ηabc
(
∂bΥc
i − ∂cΥb
i − ǫijkAb0
jAc0
k + ǫijkΥb
jΥc
k
)
−
1
2
πai = 0. (22)
Hence, we identify the following set of new HJ Hamiltonians
φi9 ≡ ∂aπa
i − ǫijkπ
ajΥa
k − ǫijkp
a0jAa0
k = 0,
φi10 ≡ ∂ap
a0i + ǫijkπ
ajAa0
k − ǫijkp
a0jΥa
k = 0,
φai
11
≡
Ξ
2
ηabc
(
∂bAc0
i − ∂cAb0
i + ǫijkAb0
jΥc
k − ǫijkAc0
jΥb
k
)
+
1
2
pa0i = 0,
φai
12
≡
Ξ
2
ηabc
(
∂bΥc
i − ∂cΥb
i − ǫijkAb0
jAc0
k + ǫijkΥb
jΥc
k
)
−
1
2
πai = 0. (23)
The generalized brackets between these new Hamiltonians are given by
{φi9(x), φ
j
9
(y)}∗ = ǫijkφ
k
9δ
3(x − y),
{φi9(x), φ
j
10
(y)}∗ = ǫijkφ
k
10δ
3(x− y),
{φi9(x), φ
aj
11
(y)}∗ = ǫijkφ
ak
11δ
3(x − y),
{φi9(x), φ
aj
12
(y)}∗ = ǫijkφ
ak
12δ
3(x − y),
{φi
10
(x), φj
10
(y)}∗ = −ǫijkφ
k
9
δ3(x− y),
{φi
10
(x), φaj
11
(y)}∗ = ǫijkφ
ak
12
δ3(x − y),
{φi
10
(x), φbj
12
(y)}∗ = −ǫijkφ
ak
11
δ3(x− y),
{φai
11
(x), φbj
11
(y)}∗ = 0,
{φai
11
(x), φbj
12
(y)}∗ = 0,
{φai12(x), φ
bj
12
(y)}∗ = 0, (24)
since the algebra is closed we conclude that these Hamiltonians are involutive, therefore we do
not expect new Hamiltonians. Moreover, we observe that the Hamiltonians φi
9
(x) and φj
10
(x) are
identified as generators of rotations and boost respectively. The rest of the Hamiltonians φ11(x) and
φai
12
(x) are reducible Hamiltonians, namely, they are not independent;, but a linear combination of
8involutive Hamiltonians, as it will be showed. With all involutive Hamiltonians and by using the
generalized brackets the following generalized differential is constructed
df(x) =
∫
d3y
[
{f(x), H ′(y)}∗dt+ {f(x), φi
3
(y)}∗dτi + {f(x), φ
i
4
(y)}∗dλi + {f(x), φ
ai
5
(y)}∗dσai
+ {f(x), φai
6
(y)}∗dζai + {f(x), φ
i
9
(y)}∗dτ˜i + {f(x), φ
i
10
(y)}∗dλ˜i + {f(x), φ
ai
11
(y)}∗dσ˜ai
+ {f(x), φai
12
(y)}∗dζ˜ai
]
, (25)
where τ˜i, λ˜i, λ˜i, ζ˜ai are parameters related with the Hamiltonians φ
i
9, φ
i
10, φ
ai
11, φ
ai
12 respectively. There-
fore, from the fundamental differential we can obtain the relevant symmetries of the theory. In fact,
the symmetries are exposed by the characteristic equations [14–17], and they are given by
dAa0
i =
[
ǫijkAa0
kTj − ∂aΛ
i + ǫijkΥa
kΛj −B0a
0i
]
dt
+
[
ǫijkAa0
k
]
dτ˜j −
[
δij∂a − ǫ
ij
kΥa
k
]
dλ˜j +
1
2
dσ˜a
i, (26)
dΥa
i =
[
− ∂aT
i − ǫijkΥa
kTj − ǫ
ij
kAa0
kΛj +B0a
i
]
dt
−
[
δij∂a + ǫ
ij
kΥa
k
]
dτ˜j −
[
ǫijkAa0
k
]
dλ˜j −
1
2
dζ˜a
i, (27)
dTi = dτi,
dΛi = dλi,
dςai = dσai,
dχai = dζai, (28)
dBab0
i =
[
ǫijk(Bab
kΛj −Bab
0kTj) + ǫ
ij
k(Υa
kB0b
0
j −Υb
kB0a
0
j)− ǫ
ij
k(Aa0
kB0bj
− Ab0
kB0aj)− (∂aBb0
0
i − ∂bBa0
0
i)
]
dt
−
[
ǫijkBab
k
]
dτ˜j
+
[
ǫijkBab
0k
]
dλ˜j
+
1
2
[
δij∂a − ǫ
ij
kΥa
k
]
dσ˜bj −
1
2
[
δij∂b − ǫ
ij
kΥb
k
]
dσ˜aj
+
1
2
[
ǫijkAa0
k
]
dζ˜bj −
1
2
[
ǫijkAb0
k
]
dζ˜aj (29)
dBab
i =
[
− ǫijk(Bab
iTj −Bab
0iΛj)− ǫ
ij
k(Aa0
kB0b
0
j −Ab0
kB0a
0
j)− ǫ
ij
k(Υa
kB0bj
− Υb
kB0aj) + (∂aB0bi − ∂bB0ai)
]
dt
−
[
ǫijkBab
k
]
dτ˜j
+
[
ǫijkBab
0k
]
dλ˜j
+
1
2
[
ǫijkAc0
k
]
dσ˜bj −
1
2
[
ǫijkAb0
k
]
dσ˜aj
−
1
2
[
δij∂a − ǫ
ij
kΥa
k
]
dζ˜bj +
1
2
[
δij∂b − ǫ
ij
kΥb
k
]
dζ˜aj , (30)
9dTˆ i = −φi
9
dt = 0,
dΛˆi = −φi
10
dt = 0,
dςˆi = −φai
11
dt = 0,
dχˆi = −φai
12
dt = 0,
dpab0i = 0,
dpabi = 0. (31)
From the characteristic equations the following equations of motion arise
A˙a0
i = ǫijkAa0
kTj − ∂aΛ
i + ǫijkΥa
kΛj −B0a
0i,
Υ˙a
i = −∂aT
i − ǫijkΥa
kTj − ǫ
ij
kAa0
kΛj +B0a
i, (32)
and by taking dt = 0, the following gauge transformations are identified
δAa0
i =
[
ǫijkAa0
k
]
δτ˜j −
[
δij∂a − ǫ
ij
kΥa
k
]
δλ˜j +
1
2
δσ˜a
i,
δΥa
i = −
[
δij∂a + ǫ
ij
kΥa
k
]
δτ˜j −
[
ǫijkAa0
k
]
δλ˜j −
1
2
δζ˜a
i. (33)
Furthermore, we can identify from (28) and (31) the non dynamical variables. In fact, the former
implies that the variables Ti,Λi, ςai, χai are identified as Lagrange multipliers and the later says
that the variables Bab0
i and Bab
i are non dynamical because the characteristic equations of their
momenta do not present any evolution. Therefore, the dynamical variables are given finally by Aa0
i
and Υa
i and they will be taken into account in the counting of physical degrees of freedom; all these
results were not reported in [11, 13]
On the other hand, we commented above that the involutive constraints φai
11
, φai
12
are reducible; in
fact, we can observe that there are 6 reducibility conditions [13]
∂aφ
ai
11
= −ǫijkΥa
jφak
11
− ǫijkAa0
jφak
12
+
1
2
φi
10
,
∂aφ
ai
12
= ǫijkAa0
jφak
11
− ǫijkΥa
jφak
12
+
1
2
φi
9
. (34)
they are linear combination of involutive Hamiltonians, in this manner, eq. (34) implies that there
are a total of 18 independent involutive Hamiltonians φi9, φ
i
10, φ
ai
11, φ
ai
12, and we identified above that
there are 18 dynamical variables; Aa0
i and Υa
i. Hence, the counting of physical degrees of freedom
is carried out as follows; DOF= Dynamical variables - involutive constraints=18-18=0, therefore the
theory is devoid of physical degrees of freedom as expected. We can observe in [11] that in Dirac’s
approach were used more constraints and dynamical variables in order to perform the counting of
physical degrees of freedom than in HJ scheme. On the other hand, the HJ generalized brackets
and the Fadeev-Jackiw brackets reported in [11] coincide to each other, however, in Fadeev-Jakiw
scheme we had to fix the gauge in order to obtain the brackets; in HJ formalism this was not a
necessary step, in this sense we have completed the results reported in [11, 13] and we can say that
the HJ scheme is more direct and economical.
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III. HAMILTON-JACOBI ANALYSIS FOR THE EULER CLASS
It is well-known that the Euler class can be expressed as a BF -like theory [6]
S[Aµν
IJ , Bµν
IJ ] = Ω
∫
M
[∗F IJ ∧BIJ −
1
2
∗BIJ ∧BIJ ], (35)
where ∗ = ǫIJKL is the dual of SO(3, 1) and Ω is a constant. The equations of motion arising from
the variation of (35) are
D ∗B = 0,
∗F = ∗B, (36)
by applying the star product to the equations (36) we obtain again (3); the Euler and Pontryaging
classes share the same equations of motion. What about their symmetries?. By performing the 3+1
decomposition, break down the Lorentz covariance and introducing the variables defined in previous
sections we obtain that the Euler Lagrangian takes the form
L = Ωηabc
∫
M
[
Bab
0iΥ˙ci +BabiA˙c
0i
−
(
∂aBbc
0i − ǫijkBbc
0jΥa
k + ǫijkAa
0jBbc
k
)
Ti
+
(
∂aBbc
i + ǫijkΥa
jBbc
k + ǫijkAa0
jBbc
0k
)
Λi
−
1
2
(
∂aΥb
i − ∂bΥa
i − ǫijkAa0
jAb0
k + ǫijkΥa
jΥb
k −Bab
i
)
ςci
+
1
2
(
∂aAb0
i − ∂bAa0
i + ǫijkAa0
jΥb
k − ǫijkAb0
jΥa
k +Bab
0i
)
χci
]
d3x, (37)
now, in order to compare the symmetries of both theories, we will use the same phase space variables
that we used in the Pontryagin invariant. Hence, by using the following Hamiltonians for Euler class
H ′ ≡ Π+H0 = 0
φa0i
1
≡ pa0i − ΞηabcBbc
0i = 0,
φai
2
≡ πai − ΞηabcBbc
i = 0,
φi3 ≡ Tˆ
i = 0,
φi4 ≡ Λˆ
i = 0,
φai5 ≡ ςˆ
ai = 0,
φai6 ≡ χˆ
ai = 0,
φab0i
7
≡ pab0i = 0,
φabi
8
≡ pabi = 0, (38)
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where the canonical Hamiltonian for the Euler invariant given in terms of the Hamiltonians (38) is
expressed as
H0 =
Ω
Ξ
[
∂ap
a0i + ǫijkπ
ajAa0
k − ǫijkp
a0jΥa
k
]
Ti −
Ω
Ξ
[
∂aπ
ai − ǫijkπ
ajΥa
k − ǫijkp
a0jAa0
k
]
Λi
+
Ω
2
ηabc
[
∂bΥc
i − ∂cΥb
i − ǫijkAb0
jAc0
k + ǫijkΥb
jΥc
k
]
ςai
−
Ω
2
ηabc
[
∂bAc0
i − ∂cAb0
i + ǫijkAb0
jΥc
k − ǫijkAc0
jΥb
k
]
χai
−
1
2
Ω
Ξ
ςaiπ
ai −
1
2
Ω
Ξ
χaip
a0i, (39)
then, from the Lagrangian we identify the following fundamental Poisson brackets
{Aa0i(x), π
bj(y)} = −
Ξ
Ω
δbaδ
j
i δ
3(x − y),
{Υai(x), p
b0j(y)} =
Ξ
Ω
δbaδ
j
i δ
3(x− y),
{Ti(x), Tˆ
j(y)} = δbaδ
j
i δ
3(x− y),
{Λi(x), Λˆ
j(y)} = δbaδ
j
i δ
3(x− y),
{ςai(x), ςˆ
bj(y)} = δbaδ
j
i δ
3(x− y),
{χai(x), χˆ
bj(y)} = δbaδ
j
i δ
3(x− y),
{Bab0i(x), p
cd0j(y)} =
1
2
(δcaδ
d
b − δ
d
aδ
c
b)δ
j
i δ
3(x− y),
{Babi(x), p
cdj(y)} =
1
2
(δcaδ
d
b − δ
d
aδ
c
b)δ
j
i δ
3(x− y), (40)
it is appreciable in these brackets the contribution of the constants Ω and Ξ. Moreover, the role of
the canonically conjugate variables has changed; now πbj is canonical conjugated to Aa0i and p
b0j is
canonical conjugated to Υai whereas in Pontryagin they were interchanged. Furthermore, by using
the HJ Hamiltonians (38) the fundamental differential for the Euler theory is given by
df(x) =
∫
d3y
[
{f(x), H ′(y)}dt+ {f(x), φa0i1 }dωa0i + {f(x), φ
ai
2 }dϕai + {f(x), φ
i
3}dτi + {f(x), φ
i
4}dλi
+ {f(x), φai5 }dσai + {f(x), φ
ai
6 }dζai + {f(x), φ
ab0i
7 }dθab0i + {f(x), φ
abi
8 }dξabi
]
, (41)
where ωa0i, ϕai, τi, λi, σai, ζai, θab0i, ξabi are parameters related with the Hamiltonians. Moreover, we
can notice that φi
3
, φi
4
, φai
5
and φai
6
are involutives and φa0i
1
, φai
2
φab0i
7
and φabi
8
are noninvolutives. In
this manner, noninvolutives Hamiltonians allow us to introduce the generalized brackets (10), where
Ca¯b¯ =


0 0 Ξηabcδil 0
0 0 0 −Ξηabcδil
−Ξηabcδil 0 0 0
0 Ξηabcδil 0 0


δ3(x− y), (42)
with inverse given by
12
C−1
a¯b¯
=


0 0 − 1
2Ξ
ηdef δlj 0
0 0 0 1
2Ξ
ηdef δlj
1
2Ξ
ηdefδlj 0 0 0
0 − 1
2Ξ
ηdef δlj 0 0


δ3(x− y), (43)
hence, the generalized brackets are given by
{Aa0i(x), π
bj(y)}∗ = −
Ξ
Ω
δbaδ
j
i δ
3(x − y),
{Υai(x), p
b0j(y)}∗ =
Ξ
Ω
δbaδ
j
i δ
3(x− y),
{Ti(x), Tˆ
j(y)}∗ = δbaδ
j
i δ
3(x− y),
{Λi(x), Λˆ
j(y)}∗ = δbaδ
j
i δ
3(x− y),
{ςai(x), ςˆ
bj(y)}∗ = δbaδ
j
i δ
3(x− y),
{χai(x), χˆ
bj(y)}∗ = δbaδ
j
i δ
3(x− y),
{Bab0i(x), p
cd0j(y)}∗ = 0,
{Babi(x), p
cdj(y)}∗ = 0,
{Bab0i(x),Υcj(y)}
∗ =
1
2Ω
ηabcδijδ
3(x− y),
{Babi(x), Ac0j(y)}
∗ =
1
2Ω
ηabcδijδ
3(x− y), (44)
we can observe that the Euler and Pontryagin theories have different generalized brackets; the
contribution of the constants Ω and Ξ is manifested. Furthermore, the generalized brackets (44)
coincide with those reported in [13] where the Fadeev-Jackiw approach was developed, in addition, for
obtaining those brackets a temporal gauge fixing was necessary. The introduction of the generalized
brackets allow us to introduce a new fundamental differential
df(x) =
∫
d3y
[
{f(x), H ′(y)}∗dt+ {f(x), φi
3
(y)}∗dτi + {f(x), φ
i
4
(y)}∗dλi + {f(x), φ
ai
5
(y)}∗dσai
+ {f(x), φai6 (y)}
∗dζai
]
. (45)
On the other hand, integrability conditions on the involutive Hamiltonians φi3, φ
i
4, φ
ai
5 and φ
ai
6
introduce new HJ Hamiltonians. In fact, from integrability conditions the following Hamiltonians
arise
dφi
3
(x) = 0 ⇒ φi
9
:
Ω
Ξ
(∂ap
a0i + ǫijkπ
ajAa0k − ǫ
i
jkp
a0jΥa
k) = 0,
dφi4(x) = 0 ⇒ φ
i
10 :
Ω
Ξ
(∂aπ
ai − ǫijkπ
ajΥa
k − ǫijkp
a0jAa0
k) = 0,
dφai5 (x) = 0 ⇒ φ
ai
11 : −
Ω
2
ηabc(∂bΥc
i − ∂cΥb
i − ǫijkAb0
jAc0
k + ǫijkΥb
jΥc
k) +
1
2
Ω
Ξ
πai = 0,
dφai6 (x) = 0 ⇒ φ
ai
12 :
Ω
2
ηabc(∂bAc0
i − ∂cAb0
i + ǫijkAb0
jΥc
k − ǫijkAc0
jΥb
k) +
1
2
Ω
Ξ
pa0i = 0,
(46)
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the generalized algebra between these new Hamiltonians read
{φi
9
(x), φj
9
(y)}∗ = ǫijkφ
k
9
δ3(x− y),
{φi
9
(x), φj
10
(y)}∗ = ǫijkφ
k
10
δ3(x− y),
{φi
9
(x), φaj
11
(y)}∗ = ǫijkφ
k
11
δ3(x− y),
{φi9(x), φ
aj
12
(y)}∗ = ǫijkφ
k
12δ
3(x− y),
{φi10(x), φ
j
10
(y)}∗ = −ǫijkφ9
kδ3(x− y),
{φi10(x), φ
aj
11
(y)}∗ = ǫijkφ
ak
12 δ
3(x− y),
{φi10(x), φ
bj
12
(y)}∗ = −ǫijkφ
ak
11δ
3(x − y),
{φai
11
(x), φbj
11
(y)}∗ = 0,
{φai
11
(x), φbj
12
(y)}∗ = 0,
{φai
12
(x), φbj
12
(y)}∗ = 0, (47)
which is closed, therefore we do not expect new Hamiltonians. Furthermore, now we observe that the
Hamiltonians φi9(x) and φ
j
10
(x) are identified as generators of rotations and boost respectively. This
is a relevant result because the generators for Euler theory are interchanged with respect Pontryagin’s
invariant; this result implies that the theories are classically different. The Hamiltonians (46) are
involutives and this fact allows us to introduce a new generalized differential
df(x) =
∫
d3y
[
{f(x), H ′(y)}∗dt+ {f(x), φi3(y)}
∗dτi + {f(x), φ
i
4(y)}
∗dλi + {f(x), φ
ai
5 (y)}
∗dσai
+ {f(x), φai6 (y)}
∗dζai + {f(x), φ
i
9(y)}
∗dτ˜i + {f(x), φ
i
10(y)}
∗dλ˜i + {f(x), φ
ai
11(y)}
∗dσ˜ai
+ {f(x), φai12(y)}
∗dζ˜ai
]
, (48)
where τ˜i, λ˜i, σ˜ai, ζ˜ai are parameters associated to the Hamiltonians (46). It is worth to comment
that the generalized brackets (44) make the fundamental differentials (25) and (48) to be completely
different. In fact, due to the generalized brackets of the theories are different to each other, the
fundamental differentials will describe different scenarios on the phase space. From the generalized
differential (48) we can obtain the characteristic equations of the theory, then we can identify the
symmetries. The characteristic equations are given by
dAa0
i =
[
ǫijkAa0
kTj − ∂aΛ
i + ǫijkΥa
kΛj +
1
2
ςa
i
]
dt
+
[
ǫijkAa0
k
]
dτ˜j +
[
δij∂a − ǫ
ij
kΥa
k
]
dλ˜j +
1
2
dσ˜a
i, (49)
dΥa
i =
[
− ∂aT
i + ǫijkΥa
kTj − ǫ
ij
kAa0
kΛj −
1
2
χa
i
]
dt
−
[
δij∂a − ǫ
ij
kΥa
k
]
dτ˜j −
[
ǫijkAa0
k
]
dλ˜j +
1
2
dζ˜a
i, (50)
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dTi = dτi,
dΛi = dλi,
dςai = dσai,
dχai = dζai, (51)
dBab0
i =
[
ǫijk(Bab
kΛj −Bab
0kTj) + ǫ
ij
k(Υa
kB0b
0
j −Υb
kB0a
0
j)− ǫ
ij
k(Aa0
kB0bj
− Ab0
kB0aj)− (∂aB0b
0
j − ∂bB0a
0
j)
]
dt
−
[
ǫijkBab
0k
]
dτ˜j
+
[
ǫijkBab
k
]
dλ˜j
+
1
2
[
δij∂a − ǫ
ij
kΥa
k
]
dσ˜bj −
1
2
[
δij∂b − ǫ
ij
kΥb
k
]
dσ˜aj
+
1
2
[
ǫijkAa0
k
]
dζ˜bj −
1
2
[
ǫijkAb0
k
]
dζ˜aj (52)
dBab
i =
[
ǫijk(Bab
kTj +Bab
0kΛj)− ǫ
ij
k(Aa0
kB0a
0
j −Ab0
kB0b
0
j)− ǫ
ij
k(Υa
kB0bj
− Υb
kB0aj) + (∂aB0bj − ∂bB0aj)
]
dt
+
[
ǫijkBab
k
]
dτ˜j
+
[
ǫijkBab
0k
]
dλ˜j
+
1
2
[
ǫijkAa0
k
]
dσ˜bj −
1
2
[
ǫijkAb0
k
]
dσ˜aj
+
1
2
[
δij∂a − ǫ
ij
kΥa
k
]
dζ˜bj −
1
2
[
δij∂b − ǫ
ij
kΥb
k
]
dζ˜aj , (53)
dTˆ i = −φi
9
dt = 0,
dΛˆi = −φi
10
dt = 0,
dςˆi = −φai11dt = 0,
dχˆi = +φai12dt = 0,
dpab0i = 0,
dpabi = 0, (54)
thus, from the characteristics equations we identify the Euler’s equations of motions given by
A˙a0
i = ǫijkAa0
kTj − ∂aΛ
i + ǫijkΥa
kΛj +
1
2
ςa
i,
Υ˙a
i = −∂aT
i + ǫijkΥa
kTj − ǫ
ij
kAa0
kΛj −
1
2
χa
i, (55)
and by taking dt = 0 the following gauge transformations arise
δAa0
i =
[
ǫijkAa0
k
]
δτ˜j +
[
δij∂a − ǫ
ij
kΥa
k
]
δλ˜j +
1
2
δσ˜a
i,
δΥa
i = −
[
δij∂a − ǫ
ij
kΥa
k
]
δτ˜j −
[
ǫijkAa0
k
]
δλ˜j +
1
2
δζ˜a
i. (56)
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Moreover, from eq. (51) we can observe that Ti,Λi, ςai, χai are identified as Lagrange multipliers and
(54) says that the variables Bab0
i and Bab
i are not dynamical. Therefore, the dynamical variables
are given by Aa0
i and Υa
i just like in Pontryaging invariant.
On the other hand, we observe that the constrains φai11, φ
ai
12 are not independent and present the
following 6 reducibility conditions
∂aφ
ai
11
= −ǫijkΥa
jφak
11
+ ǫijkAa0
jφak
12
−
1
2
φi
10
,
∂aφ
ai
12 = −ǫ
i
jkAa0
jφak11 − ǫ
i
jkΥa
jφak12 +
1
2
φi9. (57)
hence, eq. (49) and eq. (50) implies that there are a total of 18 dynamical variables, and there are
18 independent involutive constraints φi
9
, φi
10
, φai
11
, φai
12
. It is worth to mention that the reducibility
conditions (34) and (57) do not affect integrability. In fact, these conditions are linear combination
of involutive Hamiltonians, then the generalized brackets between reducibility conditions with other
Hamiltonians vanish. Thus, the counting of physical degrees of freedom yield to conclude that the
Euler theory lacks of physical degrees of freedom.
IV. CONCLUSSIONS
In this paper a complete HJ analysis for the Pontryagin and Euler classes has been performed.
We have developed our study by using in both theories the same phase space variables and this fact
has allowed us to compare the emergent symmetries. The full set of Hamiltonians of the theories
were identified and different generalized HJ differentials have been constructed. From the generalized
differential all symmetries of the theories have been found, we observed that in spite of the invariants
share the same equations of motion and the same dynamical variables, the symmetries are different.
In fact, the generators of rotations and boost are interchanged; the generators of boost and rotations
for Pontryagin are generators of rotations and boost for Euler respectively. Moreover, we found that
the generalized brackets are also different because there is a direct contribution of the parameters Ω
and Ξ, which could be relevant in the quantization process or the identification of the observables
of the theories. In this respect, the generalized brackets between the dynamical variables for both
theories are not the same to each other, and this implies that the corresponding uncertainty principles
will be different. It is worth to comment, that all these results will be important when a boundary is
added. In fact, we can see in [7] that the knowledge of the canonical structure of topological theories
with a boundary is a mandatory step to perform in order to know the symmetries and physical
degrees of freedom at the boundary, thus, due to the close relation between Pontryagin and Euler
invariants a work is in progress [19].
In this manner, we can observe that our results are generic and we have extended those reported
in [11, 13]; we have also showed that the HJ formulation is an elegant and complete framework for
studying topological gauge theories.
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